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8.0 Phase 5 - later nineteenth-century uses and alterations to the site, c. 1850 to 
1913 

 
8.1 Western Part of Southern Slope – Areas C and B 
The archaeological evidence for the various slopes was typified by a series of fill deposits, used to 
create the desired shape of the landscape, which was then covered with a grass layer.  
Archaeologically the grass appears as a thick black band of humic material, which is the decayed 
grass or turf layer.  
 
8.1.1 Slope 3 
The western half of the slope was constructed in three different layers (Section 5). The top layer – 
Slope 3 - (#601/671/646) is thought to have been mostly deposited in 1917, during the construction 
of the modern road and path on the southern side of the Conservatorium (See Phase 6 for detailed 
discussion and evidence for this phasing).  The depth of this deposit (fill and landscape/turf layer) 
varied across the slope from 220 mm to 1 m.  Context 601 was the topsoil or landscape layer that 
was deposited above the filling deposit, #671/#646, at the time of construction of this slope.   
 
Other alterations to this slope will have taken place during the remainder of the twentieth century 
but these would be on a modest scale and have had limited impact on the slope. These changes 
include the construction of a fountain, alterations to fences and plantings.    
 
The extent of slope building is visible in two photographs (Photos 8.1, 8.2).  These illustrate the 
three stages of slope construction at the western end.  The black deposit immediately underneath 
the grass is 601.  The bulk of the fill at the western end is #671 the fill of slope 3. The dark deposit 
(#666) at the base of all the lighter fill is the c. 1821 slope or Slope 1.  In Photo 8.2 the eastern 
point where the construction of Slope 2 began, only found in the western part of the site, was 
evident as a darker line above #666 (Slope 1).  The eastern part of the slope was built by laying 
Slope 3 directly above Slope 1 (#666).   
 
8.1.2 Slope 2 
This slope was specifically built to alter the form of the western part of Slope 1 (See Chapter 5).  
The fill deposit (#725/#708) started as a thin layer becoming more than 300 mm thick.  The 
grass/topsoil (#724) was consistently about 100 mm thick.  Most of this slope was removed during 
monitoring and because slopes 1 and 2 were removed at the same time they were given the one 
context number #794.  Only 13 artefacts were collected during monitoring.  
 
Slope 2 appears to have been placed over the very southern edge of the western part of the 
Forecourt as a thin deposit.  It presence is visible in only a few sections (Sections 1, 5, Photos 8.2, 
8.3).  Where it was found above the underground rectangular brick drain it did not extend any 
great distance to the north (Photos 8.3, 8.4).  The southern section shows the beginning of Slope 2 
as it extends to the west but it does not extend very far to the north as is shown by Photo 8.4 
where Slope 3 (#601) was directly overlaid onto the road metalling. Further to the west it appears 
to have extended northwards to cover the dish drain and the first half metre or so of the road 
metalling (Photo 8.3).  At this stage the western part of the drainage system, dish drain (#871) and 
rock-cut trench (#879) was buried under a rubble sink (#665, #735, #841; Photo 8.3).  The 
deposition of the rubble sink was presumably designed to assist the underground stormwater drain 
to continue operating once the main inlet was buried.  The rubble sink would act as a catchment 
and hopefully drain water from the slope and prevent its collection in this area.  The rubble sink 
was cut down through Slope 2 (Section 1).  It may have been excavated at the end of the building 
of Slope 2 or as part of the Slope 3 works.  
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Photo 8.1: View to southwest from the roof of the Conservatorium at the southwest corner 
showing the extent of slope construction from c1821 to c1917. Scale 1 m. CP 25/25.  
 

Photo 8.2: Part of the Forecourt with the underground rectangular brick drain in the foreground 
and details of stratigraphy in the background. The thick dark bands are the ‘topsoil’ or remnant 
‘turf’ layer indicating the presence of an earlier grassed slope. On the middle left of the picture is 
the point where Slope 2 begins. Slope 2 was used to alter the levels of the western area but it does 
not extend very far to the north as is shown by Photo 8.14 where Slope 3 was directly overlaid 
onto the road metalling. Scale 1 m. CP 11/13. 

Slope 1
Slope 2

Slope 1

Slope 2
Slope 3
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Photo 8.3 (left) Part of the 
Forecourt with the eastern 
section of Slope 3 and 
Slope 2 partially overlying 
the southwest corner of the 
Forecourt and Slope 1. 
Remains of the rubble sink 
are in the foreground. 
Scale 1 m. CP 11/2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 8.4: (below) View 
to south showing quarry 
rubble underneath road 
metalling and Slope 3. 
Scale 1 m. CP 4/17. 
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The dating of the Slope 2 construction is uncertain but it may relate to the only major event 
adjacent to the site during Phase 5 – the construction of the Garden Palace and the staging of the 
international exhibition in 1879 when it is believed that there was considerably beautification of the 
area which would be on display to the public once again.  This development is considered to have 
‘effected permanent and substantial changes to the grounds of both Government House and the 
Botanic Gardens’.1  Slope 2 was also found in Trench F as context #703 where it was also placed 
over the dish drain (Sections 3).  In Area C Slope 2 did not extend to the south because it was only 
located on the northern face of the slope rather than burying the flatter ground at the top and to the 
south.   
 
 
8.1.3 Historical Form of the Southern Slope 
An 1859 photograph looking at the southern side of the Stables, from Governor Bourke’s statue, 
provides some ideas of how the landscaping on the southern side of the Stables was designed to 
work with the remainder of the building hidden by the c. 1841 landscaping (Figure 7.2).  In the 
background is Government House.  The Stables is viewed just below the window line with 
glimpses of the courtyard through the eastern and west archways.  This photograph shows much 
more of the Stables from this vantage than visible to most observers.  This vista is gained because 
of the added height provided by the statue.  A more domestic vista from the same perspective is 
provided by the addition of washing on the southern side (Figure 2.26).   
 
A photograph taken in July 1913 depicts the northern face of the southern slope and shows that 
Slope 2 was an angled bank leading back to flatter ground (Figure 8.1).  This photograph was 
taken from the southern road to the west of the building.  A photograph from 1923 shows that the 
slope has been altered to lessen the steepness and make a more traverseable link between the 
Conservatorium of Music and the Royal Botanic Gardens (Figure 8.2).   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.1: 1913 photograph of the 
southern side of the Stables. Whitehouse 
1913. SRNSW.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                             
1 Annable 2000, Chapter 2.17.3 this report.  
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An image of the rim of a crater is much closer to that found when later ‘slopes’ or accretions were 
removed during bulk excavation to expose what was considered to be the original form of the slope 
built c. 1821 (Photo 8.5).   
 
 
List of contexts associated with the Western part of the southern slope. 

 same as    
601  Slope 3 1917 1917 – photos see stage of reconstruction closest to what 

was extant in 1998 – Slope 3 
671 646, 

794 
  fill layer beneath finished turf #601 

719    large rubbish deposit buried by Slope 3 but above slope 
2 

724 794 Slope 2 1870s? Landscape – turf layer – Slope 2 
725    Fill layer to form Slope 2 
666 657, 

898, 
723/724 

Slope 1 c. 1821 Landscape – turf layer - Slope 1 

664/602 711   Quarry 2 fill – base for Slope 1 
 
 

Figure 8.2: The Conservatorium of Music from the Astor, 1923. Areas fenced-off for railway 
construction are visible in the centre middleground.  ML, GPO videodisc, 17355. 
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Photo 8.5: View to east showing the form of slope 1 following the removal of all later slopes. CP 
29/10. 
 

Photo 8.6: View to the northwest over Road 3.  The figure standing on Road 3 imitates an 1870 
photograph, Figure 2.28. Note the extensive fill deposit (#758) on both sides of the roadway which 
had buried all of this area. Scale 1 m. CP 26/28.    
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8.2 Eastern Part of Southern Slope - Road 3 and Landscape 
 
8.2.1   Raising the Landscape – Phase 5 
The eastern landscape has been significantly altered over the last 150 years, since the construction 
of the Stables building.  There were at least five main filling events which raised the levels and 
buried earlier remains, excluding major construction works for modern Conservatorium buildings 
and the railway tunnels.     
 
1.  Phase 7 #831 1930s landscaping and road building, above,  
2.  Phase 7 #638 The railway fill which was above, 
3.  Phase 6/4 #839 Removal of fill above eastern extension of Road 2, includes 

Phase 6 material and earlier material. 
4.  Phase 6 #758 The deposit used to bury Road 3.   
5.  Phase 5 #736 Fill used to bury culvert, eastern dish drain and garden beds 

between c. 1860 and 1870.   
6.  Phase 4 #740 Fill which buried the eastern extension of Road 2. This was 

the base of context #839. 
7.  Phase 4 #830 Same deposit as #740 and buried the area to the East of the 

Stables building. 
 
 
The filling event (#736) during Phase 5 involved the burial of the area to the north of Road 3 to 
form the landscape visible in (Figure 2.28).  This material extended with the junction of Road 3 
with the Forecourt and to the east.  Removal of this material was only undertaken up to the line of 
extensive railway fill (#638).  Context #736 consisted of red sand mixed with landscape deposit.   
 
 
8.2.2    Road 3 
In Area A, a 17-metre length of roadway was discovered during the removal of an extensive rubble 
fill layer #758 (Plan 5, Photo 22/21).  Road 3 was 3.2 metres wide and had a cambered compact 
red gravel surface with red/brown sand (#757) (Photo 8.6).  Along the southwestern edge of the 
road a line of stones (#759), 9.3 metres in length, indicated the edge of the road.  To the south of 
the road was a dark brown sandy slope (#779) (Photo 6.10).  This slope was above sandy fill 
similar to the quarry fills of #602 under which was further evidence of quarrying (#691).  
 
A test trench excavated across Road 3 revealed how it was constructed (Photo 31/27; Section 13).  
The road metalling (#757) was 300 to 500 mm deep with a camber.  The metalling consisted of 
rubble stone packing topped by red gravel and sands.  This was above a compacted base of natural 
khaki sands (#767) with some greyer coloured sands to the north.  On the southern edge stones 
from the metalling were pressed down into the natural.  Underneath the natural sands was natural 
‘pallid’ clay.  The remnant natural sands had a maximum depth of 180 mm in a small sondage at 
the southern end of the trench.  Most of the upper part of the natural soil profile was removed for 
the construction of this road or had previously been removed.   
 
Road 3 was actually cut into the southern slope (#779).  There has always been a need for a slope 
to cover this area of quarrying.  The dating of this slope is the same as Slope 1 (#666) which is c. 
1821, Phase 3.2.  There were probably other impacts on the southern parts of this slope, adjacent 
to the Gardens, at various times but nothing very major until the very eastern area was altered by 
the railway tunnels (#638).   
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Photo 8.7: Initial exposure of the culvert revealed the top of the stone only.  This level was 
therefore close to that seen on the 1870 photograph (Fig. 2.28) where only the top stone of the 
culvert was visible. Layers of fill buried the area to the east of the culvert (Photo 6.25).  CP 22/6.  
 
 
 
The interpretation of slope #779 as being contemporary with Slope 1 (#666) is supported by the 
results of the pollen analysis (Macphail, Vol. 5, Ch. 22).  The pollen analysis of two samples from 
#779 and four from #666 all have a very similar profile for exotics and native species.  The two 
samples from #779 have a few more exotic species present but this would reflect their closeness to 
the eastern Gardens and its plantings.  Both samples were also typified by high levels of native 
grass pollen (20-56%), which confirms that this was a grass-covered slope.  The proportion of 
grass pollens in the two samples from #779 were approximately double those from #666.  As well 
there is pollen evidence to suggest that this was a fairly damp area, through the presence of sedge 
and rainbow-fern pollen.     
 
A photograph of Road 3 taken in August 1870 is useful for understanding the nature of this 
roadway and its surroundings during Phase 5 (Figure 2.28).  Road 3 was a narrow gravel surfaced 
path with cart wheel impressions or ruts along its edges.  The grounds to either side were grass 
covered and generally unkempt.  The eastern extension of Road 2 is not visible nor is the eastern 
extension of the southern dish drain and the associated garden terraces and beds.  The capping 
stone for the culvert is just visible amidst the grass.  During excavation the capping stone was 
visible in the top of the fill layer (#736) (Photo 8.7).   
 
The 1870 image of the southeastern area of the Stables is strikingly different to Russell’s 1836 
sketch from a similar position (Figure 6.5).  In the earlier drawing the southeastern landscape is 
dramatic and picturesque with the Stables on its high platform and shrubby surrounds.  When it 
was drawn this area was part of the public areas of the Domain and Gardens and it was a vista 
designed for people to enjoy.  By 1870 this area had become a shabby place with timber fences 
disguising the fall of the land which was once so important in the early striking vista.  Road 3 is 
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nothing more than a dirt track and presumably was little other than a service road to the Stables 
from the Gardens.   
 
The dating of the construction, alteration and burial of Road 3 is based on a series of historical 
plans.  On the 1829 field plan (Figure 2.17) a narrow pathway was indicated going southeast 
through a copse of trees.  It was drawn narrower than both Road 2 and Road 1.  The 1845 plan 
still shows it as a narrow windy path and similarly on the 1860 plan (Figures 2.22, 2.25).  By 1865 
it was a wider road leading into the Botanic Gardens (Figure 2.27).  Therefore it is likely that the 
upgrading of this roadway took place in the 1860s and was clearly in the form recovered during the 
archaeological excavation by 1870.  This historical analysis accords with the artefacts found in the 
garden beds which had the latest FROM dates in the 1860s.  By 1923 this area was fenced off from 
the very neat Conservatorium grounds and was not being used (Figure 8.2).  It is likely that the 
need for Road 3 was discontinued when the works for the rail tunnels commenced in 1917 as they 
cut through this area and would have inhibited access eastwards into the Gardens (Figure. 2.43).  
 
 
8.2.3   Large box drain 
The altering of ground levels in the eastern area resulted in the burial of the culvert and outlet of 
the elliptical drain as well as the southern dish drain.  Burial of this important drainage system 
would have required alternative arrangements to drain what would have been a very damp area.  It 
is presumed that an extensive box drain (#882), nicknamed Bruce, was made at this time to act as 
an buried agricultural drain and remove ground water from this area (Map 8.1, Plan 7).  The linear 
trench for this drain was cut through the eastern extension of Road 2 (Photo 7.7).  An 18 to 19 m 
length of this box drain was exposed during excavation.  It was a linear trench cut into bedrock and 
capped with large flat stones (Photo 8.8).  More of this drain is expected to survive between the 
two railway tunnels and presumably to the east in the Botanic Gardens.  Its position within the 
development should be approximately 4 m below the levels that were excavated for the 
redevelopment.   
 
The stratigraphy of the drain and its trench indicate that it was built following the closure of the 
eastern extension of Road 2, c. 1845, and prior to the construction of the railway tunnels.  It was 
also underneath a deposit containing rubbish with a range of artefacts dating from the mid to late 
nineteenth century and into the early twentieth century.  Other than these three clear archaeological 
relationships there are no specific clues which allow us to phase the construction of this drain.  But 
it is mostly likely it acted as a replacement for the burial of the southern dish drain and the culvert.  
This drain and the rubble backfill above it appear to have served as an agricultural drain and 
probably took stormwater towards the east, and finally to the mud flats Farm Cove which were 
being reclaimed in the 1860s.  This drain provides additional evidence of the nature of the eastern 
slope from the Stables towards Mrs Macquaries Road. 
 
Construction Details 
This drain was made by hand picking a stepped trench into rock  (Photo 8.9, Plan 7).  The water 
channel of the drain was about 210 mm wide and the ledge cut for the capping stones was between 
500 mm to 730 mm wide.  The depth of the drain channel was 200 to 220 mm.  The capping 
stones were roughly cut with some only being rubble stones.  The larger stones range between 480 
to 600 mm wide while the smaller stones range between 350 to 420 mm in width.  On top of the 
capping stones was a deposit of large rubble stones (#885).  This drain was truncated to the east by 
the railway tunnel.  At the western end it was stepped down into the bedrock and had a ceramic 
pipe feeding into it.  It is possible that this remaining section of pipe was linked into a ceramic 
drain that extended to the west but no evidence of this was found.     
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Photo 8.8: (above) 
View to east over the 
large sandstone box 
drain cut into bedrock 
in eastern area of site. 
The drain was cut by 
the western railway 
tunnel.  A 5m length of 
this drain was retained 
in situ within the new 
building. Scale 1 m. 
CP 60/3.   
 
 
 
Photo 8.9: (left) View 
to west of rock-cut 
trench of box drain 
after removal of 
capping stones. Scale 1 
m. CP 69/6.   
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8.3 Eastern area – use during the second half of the nineteenth century  
 
8.3.1 Rubbish Dump #8502 
The main archaeological evidence surviving within this area was a large rubbish dump #850 buried 
underneath the backfilling of the City Circle railway tunnels.  This rubbish dump covered a known 
area approximately 25 m long by about 20 m wide between the western and eastern railway tunnels 
(Photos 8.10, 8.11).  It was clear from the southern section of the bulk excavation that this rubbish 
dump continued to the south into an area not excavated and now buried underneath the new 
building. The amount of artefacts collected from this deposit was approximately a 10 per cent 
sample.  Artefacts were collected over a 2 m width along the length of the deposit.  More artefacts 
were concentrated towards the central and southern parts of this deposit.  
 
The remains of 1069 vessels were collected from this deposit.  A notable aspect of this rubbish 
dump were the number of whole items (273) as well as the amount of sherds placed together in the 
dump and in many cases more than half of the sherds from a vessel were found (Photo 8.12, Photo 
8.13).  The artefacts were buried in a loose dark grey/black sandy matrix mixed through with lots 
of charcoal.  The charcoal is suggestive of sweepings from kitchen and bedroom fireplaces.  The 
quantity and condition of the artefactual evidence was surprising and therefore we were 
encouraged, on depositional grounds alone, to believe that we were dealing with a primary rubbish 
deposit.  One in which the rubbish had not been brought in from any great distance and which was 
probably sourced from both the Stables and Government House, 300 to 400 metres to the north.  It 
is unlikely that other individuals were able to dump such large quantities of rubbish within the 
grounds of Government House and the RBG other than when there was major reshaping of the 
eastern slope but this would have left a very different depositional profile and there would have 
been few joining artefacts.  This type of deposit would have been similar to context #601, an 
unstratified context brought in from an unknown source. 
 
During the cataloguing stage we were looking for other clues that supported the above hypothesis.  
A variety of evidence was found which suggests that there is a more than circumstantial chance that 
this deposit came from Government House and the Stables.  This evidence includes:  
 

• Two lids of pharmaceutical jars with the name of the pharmacist ‘Senior’ who had the 
patronage of Government House (Photo 8.13).3  Senior’s Pharmacy operated from 1859 to 
1901. 

• A surprisingly large number of champagne bottles - 56 or 5.2 percent of the corpus of 
artefacts from #850 (Photo 8.14). 

• A relatively high occurrence of bottles used for storing and using ink (13) (Photo 8.15.  
One of these was a heavy glass ink well which is similar to one on the desk of the 
Governor General, Lord Dudley’s (1908-1911) (Figure 8.4). 

 
Based on the above data a general conclusion was drawn about the deposit, that there was a high 
probability that this rubbish dump was composed of rubbish thrown out by the various residents of 
Government House, the Governor, his wife and their children, their military and personal staff and 
the servants who maintained the house and grounds, some of whom lived in the Stables.   
 

                                             
2 Some of the artefacts from this rubbish dump are on display in Foyer Display 5.   
3 Kel 1981:196-7. 
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Photo 8.10: Initial exposure of the rubbish dump #850 (dark band) buried underneath railway fill 
(light coloured band).  The man above the section is standing on the top of the western railway 
tunnel. CP 43/10. 
 
 

Photo 8.11: Prior to sampling of the rubbish dump the deposit above it was partially removed and 
battered to make it safe to work in this area. CP 45/4. 

Railway fill 
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Photo 8.12: Artefacts from large rubbish dump, context #850, including blue and purple transfer-
printed ceramics and gilded white ceramics. CP 78/17. 
 
 
 
Since the excavation of this area and the initial interpretation and presentation of this interpretation 
at a seminar at the University of Sydney in June 1999 and at the ASHA conference in October 
1999 historical research by Dr Rosemary Annable located evidence supporting this interpretation.  
She found reference to the use of the eastern area as a rubbish dump by 1859. 4    
 
An implication behind this proposition was that the archaeological analysis of this material would 
reveal patterns that supported this interpretation and which would allow us to embellish our limited 
understanding of this elite and hierarchical environment, the home of one of the leading citizens of 
New South Wales and Australia, who was British by birth and allegiance.   
 
 

                                             
4 Report from the Select Committee on the State and Management of the Sydney Domain’ Votes & 
Proceedings of the Legislative Assembly, Session 1861.  
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8.3.2.1 Artefact Analysis 
 
General Functions 
Table 850.1 illustrates the range of General Functions or associated activities into which the 
artefacts were grouped (for tables see Vol 6, Appendix B).  The main categories were: food 
(44.4%), alcohol (32.6%), followed by pharmaceutical (5.5%), personal items (3.8%), beverages 
(3.4%), household items (2.2%) and clerical (2.1%).  These seven groups contain 94.3 percent or 
1002 artefacts from the rubbish dump, including a few (0.6%) from uncertain categories (Table 
850.1).   
 

Figure 8.3: Lord Dudley, 
the Governor-General at his 
desk at Government House 
Sydney, 1908-1911. The 
inkwell in the foreground is 
similar to one found in the 
rubbish dump, Photo 8.16. 
ML, GPO videodisc.  
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Photo 8.13: Pharmaceutical jars made by Senior, a local Sydney pharmacist, and a cherry-
flavoured toothpowder lid from context #850. Scale 20 cm. CP 81/4. 
 
 

 
Photo 8.14: Champagne bottles from context #850. Scale 20 cm. CP 74/26.  
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Photo 8.15: Ink bottles from the large rubbish dump, context #850. The two green bottles on the 
right are not related. The large heavy glass ink well is similar to one shown on the desk of the 
Governor General, Lord Dudley (Fig. 8.3). Scale 20 cm. CP 74/0. 
 
 

 
Photo 8.16: Artefacts from large rubbish dump, context #850, including linear, moulded and plain 
white wares. CP 78/22. 
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When compared with the other major contexts from this site the proportion of alcohol and food 
artefacts is similar to context #684 but is generally dissimilar to most of the contexts due to the low 
representation of architectural remains (Table 2).  In the smaller functional categories #850 has the 
highest proportion of pharmaceutical (5.2%), beverage (3.4%) and clerical (2.1%) artefacts.  This 
evidence is significant when analysed within each functional group.   
 
 
Food 
The food-associated artefacts from #850 were grouped into eleven different food sub-categories, 
the largest of which were, respectively, tableware (37.6%), teaware (26.3%), condiment (14.5%) 
and serving (9%) wares and then a variety of other groups which had much smaller occurrences 
(Table 850.3).  The frequency of tablewares, as the most common type of artefact found, is not 
uncommon although on later residential working-class sites it is more common to find a higher 
proportion of teawares rather than tablewares (Table 14.5).5  The high representation of 
condiments is very unusual (Table 4) both at this site and at other residential sites in Sydney.6  The 
only other known site with a large proportion of condiments was a vinegar factory in Sussex Street 
where condiments formed 71.9 per cent of the artefacts (Table 14.5).  On these other sites the 
proportion of condiments was 1.9 to 6.4 per cent of all food artefacts.  Table 4 illustrates that in 
some of the other contexts at the Conservatorium site condiments were as high as 8 per cent.   
 
The ceramic food forms came in an extensive range of decorative techniques and patterns (Table 6, 
Table 850.4).  
 

• Tableware 
Tablewares (Table 850.2) are dominated by dinner plates (102), 9.5 per cent of items found in the 
rubbish dump, and bread and butter plates or entrée plates (39), 3.6 per cent.  Other items include 
15 drinking glasses of various types including tumblers (10) and stemmed glasses (4).  The 
drinking glasses from the site are generally considered to be ‘of high quality’ (Smith report Chapter 
21.4).  Other ceramic tablewares included bowls (7), rice bowls (4), egg cups (5), and soup plates 
(4) (Table 5).    
 
The plates were found in a diverse range of patterns (Tables 850.4 and 850.5).  The most frequent 
were the various white-glazed wares (plain and moulded) which together formed 43 per cent of all 
plates.  The next most common were linear wares (16.7%), blue transfer print (10.8%), and purple 
transfer print (9.8%).  The white-glazed wares and white-glazed with moulded decoration were 
highly evident in this group of artefacts (Photos 8.16, 8.17).  They were not just found in 
tablewares but also in serving wares.  While the moulded patterns have attractive names such as 
‘bordered hyacinth’, ‘forget-me-not’ or ‘four-square-wheat’ the mouldings are often difficult to 
identify and any items placed near each other would not be noticeably dissimilar, although some of 
the geometric patterns exhibit a more obviously difference in their patterns.  White glazed and 
moulded white-glazed are considered to be one of the cheapest types of decorated ceramics.7   
 
Linear ware, which is a simple painted band or bands applied to the vessel (Photo 8.18), was 
found in four different patterns on the plates but mostly in one or two variations (Table 850.5).  
This decoration was also found on small plates, soup plates, cups and saucers and serving dishes.  
The blue transfer-printed plates were found in six different patterns.  These included three of the 
most common decorative pattens found on Sydney sites: ‘Willow 3’ (2), ‘Asiatic Pheasant’ (3) and 
‘Albion’ (3).  The purple transfer-printed plates included two versions of the cable pattern: double 

                                             
5 Tables with an underline are included in same chapter of the text as the prefix.  Table 14.5 is in Chapter 
14.  
6 Casey 1999:14, Table 9.  
7 Miller 1980. 
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helix and rope (Photo 8.19).  This pattern is discussed in detail in Appendix D.  Throughout the 
site ‘Cable’ pattern was found on 53 different vessel forms with plates (32) being the most 
common.  Plates in context #850 were found in four other purple transfer-printed patterns.  
 
 

• Teaware 
As was expected the most common teawares were cups (76) and saucers (43) (Table 850.8).  Other 
forms included a rather large Rockingham teapot with Chinese figures on the sides as well as a 
gilded white sugar bowl (Photo 8.12).  Overall, teawares were a large percentage of the corpus of 
artefacts from context #850, 11.7 per cent (Table 850.1).  They formed 26.3% of food artefacts in 
context #850 and were a middle range proportion compared with the other major contexts from the 
site (Table 4).  While more than a quarter of all ‘food’ related artefacts (26.3%), this was a smaller 
proportion compared to the western garden beds (40%) and context #684 (32%).   
 
Teawares were found in 23 different wares and in a variety of patterns (Table 850.15).  Gilded 
white teawares (28%) and white glazed (16%) and moulded white glazed (14%) were the most 
frequently found.  These were followed by hand painted (8%), linear (8%) and sprigged ware (6%) 
(Photos 8.12, 8.18, 8.22).  Many of the other wares had only a single example.  The 
predominance of gilded white teawares, some with a gilded tealeaf pattern on the bottom of the 
cup, is unusual on Sydney sites (Photo 8.20).   
 
Many of the cups are breakfast cups rather than teacups, notably the moulded white-glazed 
ironstone and the gilded white bone china (Photo 8.20, 8.21).  The choice of the moulded white-
glazed ironstone cups, with its thicker, more robust fabric, makes it clear they were chosen to 
serve an utilitarian purpose rather than a decorative one.  These cups are vastly different to the fine 
green transfer-print teacup with rich gilding found in the cistern (Photo 8.33, Chapter 8.4.3.2). 
 
The relationship between plates and cups and saucers is revealing of purchase patterns.  The plates 
were found in 12 different types of decoration in at least 37 different patterns (Table 850.7), while 
the cups and saucers were in 23 different decorative styles and 41 different patterns.  Of these 
decorations only three kinds were found on both the teawares and plates: green transfer-print 
‘Rhine’, purple transfer-print ‘cable’ double helix pattern, and five of the moulded white-glazed 
ceramic patterns (Table 850.16). 
 
The general impression from the above overview is that only the plainer and cheaper ceramic 
decorative wares were purchased in both tableware and teaware forms.  For example in linear ware 
all forms are found, including serving vessels.  A similar model is observed in the moulded white-
glazed wares with their plethora of designs on tablewares, serving, teawares and hygiene-related 
uses, such as ewers and poes.  This pattern is also observed in plain white glazed and white wares.  
This purchase pattern demonstrates that linear ware, moulded white-glazed and the plain white 
wares were acquired as multi-purpose sets rather than for specific purposes, such as morning or 
afternoon tea, or breakfast.  This purchase pattern is not evident in gilded white wares where the 
presence of only one plate was notable.  There are a variety of forms aside from teawares and 
bread-and-butter plates which includes egg cups, and a bowl (slop), which suggests the use of these 
as breakfast sets (Photo 8.19).  The occurrence of gilded candlesticks (2) illustrates a use beyond 
breakfast services (Photo 8.23).   
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Photo 8.17: Group of moulded white-glazed plates from the large rubbish dump, #850.  Scale 20 
cm. CP 80/28 
 
 

 
Photo 8.18: Group of linear ware vessels from the large rubbish dump, #850. Scale 20 cm. CP 
80/3. 
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Photo 8.19: Purple transfer-printed vessels and a sponge-ware cup in the centre from context #850. 
Scale 20 cm. CP 79/28.  
 
 

 
Photos 8.20: Gilded white breakfast cups, slop bowl and egg cups from context #850. Scale 20 
cm. CP 80/2. 
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• Condiments 
Condiments were identified as the third largest group of artefacts associated with food-related 
activities (Table 4).   Compared with the other major contexts from the Conservatorium site the 
proportion of condiments is nearly double other Phase 5 contexts (#684 and western garden beds).  
Remains of 69 vessels, mostly bottles, were found that had contained oil or vinegar (23), pickles or 
chutney (23), sauce (16) and preserves (1) (Table 850.2; Photo 8.24).  The oil/vinegar bottles 
included brands by ‘Lea & Perrins’, and ‘George Whybrow’.  One of the pickles/chutney bottles 
was embossed with ‘GEORGE WHYBROW RELISH’.  Some of the sauce bottles had contained 
Worcestershire Sauce.8   
 
The presence of such a high proportion of condiment bottles is seen as being the by-product of the 
lifestyle of the Governor and his family.  The presence of all these condiments indicates the 
preparation and serving of many meals that included salad dressings, sauces and relishes.  These 
meals would have been prepared for the Governor and his family and for State occasions.  These 
meals would have been prepared on a daily basis, and probably twice a day.  It is here that the high 
proportion of condiments in the rubbish dump supports a more frequent use of condiments than 
found in a normal Sydney households.   This is one of the few areas where the artefacts from the 
rubbish dump have some information about the ‘Governor’s Table’, and how and what they were 
eating, rather than the food habits of the staff and servants.     
 
 

• Serving 
While the overall proportion of serving vessels is not especially high at 9 per cent, compared with 
the western garden beds (8.6%) and context #684 (7%), it is twice the percentage of serving 
vessels found in the cistern (4.6%) and three times the proportion from the Verbrugghen Hall 
contexts (3.1%).  Yet as a 9 per cent proportion of all food vessels this appears to be in the normal 
range for other residential sites in Sydney.9  One of the features of the rubbish dump is the 
frequency with which large parts of serving vessels were found, and the variety of serving vessels 
beyond the typical platter.  These other forms include jugs (15), tureens (8), dishes (2), bowls (2) 
and comports (1) (Table 850.17).  Some of the tableware forms are cross overs between serving 
vessels and another comport was included in the tableware group.  While the proportion of serving 
vessels is not especially notable the range of vessels (6) and the actual number (43) is interesting as 
it is more extensive than generally found at other sites.  The range of serving vessels is presumed 
to relate to the communal meals eaten by the servants in the servants’ hall and the staff and the 
range of vessels reflects more complex meals and standards of consumption than found in ordinary 
residential households.   
 
Serving vessels were found in eleven different decorative wares (Table 850.6).  The greatest 
number of serving vessels were in blue transfer print (7) and purple transfer print (4).  The 
majority of the blue transfer-printed vessels were ‘Asiatic Pheasant’ (2), ‘Willow 3’ (2), and 
‘Albion’ (1) patterns (Table 850.16).  These are some of the most ubiquitous pottery designs found 
on urban sites in Sydney.  The other two designs ‘Clyde’ (1) and blue transfer-print pattern no. 234 
(1) have simple decorations and are not especially fine wares.  The four purple transfer-printed 
vessels are all versions of the cable pattern, either the ‘double-helix’ or ‘rope’ pattern (Photo 
8.19).  In general the serving vessels fall into the class of ‘utilitarian’ and ‘ordinary’ wares when 
compared with the finer ceramics found in the cistern (Chapter 8.4) or are known to have been 
included in inventories of Government House.10  These decorated ceramics are simple, basic and 
easily and cheaply purchased.  

                                             
8 See Smith report, Chapter 21.4. 
9 Casey 1999:14, table 9.  
10 1903 and 1908 inventories for Government House.  
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Photo 8.21: Moulded white cups and saucer from context #850. Scale 20 cm. CP 80/9.  
 
 
 
 

Photo 8.22: Three handpainted saucers from the large rubbish dump, context #850. Scale 20 cm. 
CP 81/24.  
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Photo 8.23: Two gilded white candlesticks and a handpainted candle stick from the large rubbish 
dump, context #850. Scale 20 cm. CP 79/36A.   
 
 
 
 

Photo 8.24: Group of glass condiment bottles, including vinegar oil bottles, from #850. Scale 20 
cm. CP 74/16.  
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Alcohol 
A large range of whole (148) and near complete alcohol bottles were recovered from the rubbish 
dump (Table 850.3).  The most frequent were beer/wine (115), stout (107), champagne (56), and 
gin/schnapps (40) and spirits (27) (Photos 8.14, 8.25, 8.26, 8.27).  In all there was evidence for 
349 bottles of alcohol from context #850.  When compared with other major contexts from the site 
there are some interesting results.  There is little comparison with the earlier contexts in the 
Verbrugghen Hall and the cistern, but there is a similar pattern in the three Phase 5 contexts, 
especially with champagne and the gin/schnapps bottles (Table 7).   
 
There are some differences with the evidence for the consumption of stout, a dark brown beer.  In 
the large rubbish dump remains of 107 stout bottles were found, many of which were whole (Photo 
8.27; see Ward report, Chapter 21.3).  These were mostly imported from Scotland:  
 

all impressed marked examples being of Scottish manufacture and all based in 
Glasgow.  The most commonly represented is H. KENNEDY / BARROWFIELD / 
POTTERY / GLASGOW (1866-1929) (41), followed by PORT DUNDAS / 
GLASGOW / POTTERY COY (c1850-1930) (11), with a few examples each from 
MURRAY & CO / GLASGOW (1870-1898) (3) and GROSVENOR / GLASGOW 
(c1869-1926) (3).  Stout appears to have been consumed on site in large quantities 
from the mid nineteenth century onwards.11 

 
Of the other main contexts found at the site only two had stout bottles in any quantity, contexts  
#684 and #719 (Table 7).  If it was assumed that because three rubbish dumps, thought to be 
associated with the occupation of the Stables and Government House, contained large proportions 
of stout then perhaps the staff, especially the grounds staff living in the Stables, were drinking this 
beer.  Yet the deposits from the western garden beds had no sherds of stout bottles but had 
considerable evidence for beer/wine bottles (102), eight of which were whole, and 23 champagne 
bottles.   
 
At other urban archaeological sites beer/wine bottles usually had the highest occurrence, frequently 
much higher than that proportion found in #850 (Table 850.18).  The occurrence of stout bottles in 
#850 is high compared with other sites.  It is 100 per cent higher than Poplar A and slightly under 
that at 20 Albion Street.  A number of sites had none or few stout bottles at all.  One of these sites, 
Poplar B had an extensive early twentieth–century hotel bottle dump yet contained no stout bottles 
although it did contain considerable glass beer/wine bottles, many of which were probably used for 
beer.   
 
It is possible to say that the high representation of stout bottles is a ‘marker’ artefact at the 
Conservatorium site.  This means that it represents behaviour that was typical at this site, much 
more so than at other sites.   But what does the high absolute count of stout bottles and the high 
proportion of stout bottles actually mean? Does it reflect just purchase and consumption practices 
or does it also reflect disposal practices?  It is common to find fragments of stout bottles, and not 
uncommon to find whole stout bottles, even as many as ten or 15.  It is unusual to find so many 
whole stout bottles and certainly more unusual to find so many whole bottles.  The whole bottles 
are a by-product of the disposal practices of items purchased purely for their contents rather than 
their intrinsic use or for any other function.  These bottles were not recycled - they were thrown 
away.  So at other sites were they not just thrown away but recycled?  This is possible but 
uncertain.   
 
When examined within the context of the site, where other deposits had quite high proportions of 
stout bottles, it does affirm the impression offered by the artefacts from the large rubbish dump, 

                                             
11 R. Ward report, Chapter 21.3.  
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Photo 8.25: Group of alcohol/spirit bottles from the large rubbish dump. Scale 20 cm. CP 74/22.  
 
 
 
 

Photo 8.26: Group of beer/wine bottles from the large rubbish dump. Scale 20 cm. CP 74/27.  
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Photo 8.27: Scottish Bristol-glazed stout bottles and a locally-made ginger-beer bottle found in the 
large rubbish dump, context #850. Scale 10 cm. CP 75/4.  
 

Photo 8.28: Group of pharmaceutical/medicine and toiletry bottles, including blue castor oil 
bottles, ‘Florida water’, ‘Citrate of Magnesia’, ‘essence of linseed’, ‘Henry's colonial ointment’, 
‘Moultons Pain paint’, ‘Mrs Allens Hair restorer’, ‘Phosphare de chaux’, ‘Trichpherous for skin 
and hair’, from context #850. Scale 20 cm. CP 74/14.  
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context #850 (Table 7).  Yet there were no stout bottles, not a single one, either fragmentary or 
whole were found in the western garden beds.  This area was only entered from the grounds of the 
Stables and was most likely used exclusively by the occupants of the Stables.  This absence of stout 
bottles is surprising when the minimum item count (MIC) of 858 items found in these beds was 
generally high (Table 2).    
 
Although stout was not being disposed of in the western garden beds other alcohol refuse was 
found, including remains of 102 wine/beer bottles.  Does this pattern represent differential 
consumption of alcohol within the Stables or is it purely a product of disposal patterns?  It is not 
possibly to state one or the other with any certainty.  What can be stated with certainty is that the 
stout bottles are most likely to represent the consumption of beer on the premises rather than 
elsewhere at a local hotel or pub.  It is also likely that stout was purchased as part of the board and 
lodgings provided to servants working for the governor rather than the provision of beer by the 
staff to themselves.  It is perhaps this purchase pattern that the stout bottles most tellingly 
represents.   
 
Further evidence to support this interpretation is the presence of ‘beer jugs’ on the 1902 inventory 
for Government House.  One in the servants’ hall and the other in the ‘new kitchen’.12  The 1908 
inventory mentions two ‘earthenware beer jugs’ in the Butler’s pantry.13  This suggests that beer 
was being drunk communally within the servants’ hall, and perhaps elsewhere, at Government 
House.  It may also mean that the large rubbish dump reflects more specifically the activities in 
Government House than the Stables, as perhaps testified by the absence of stout in the western 
garden area.  In addition the large supply of stout bottles from the one source also suggests the 
bulk purchase of the stout from a single supplier by a single purchaser rather than purchases by a 
number of consumers.  
 
The high relative and absolute counts of champagne bottles from the dump presumably relates to 
the purchase and consumption of champagne for the Governor, his family and for official functions 
and entertaining.  All the main Phase 5 contexts from the site have a similar proportion of 
champagne bottles (Table 7).  The main difference between #850 and elsewhere is the presence of 
so many whole bottles rather than just bases.   
 
Any analysis of the rubbish dump needs to take into account that when dealing with a 10 per cent 
sample of the dump that if the proportions hold true for the whole dump there would be 560 
champagne bottles, which still only formed 16 per cent of the rubbish dump.  These champagne 
bottles represent a much larger corpus of bottles that would have been used at Government House.   
 
As with all sites in table 850.18 beer/wine bottles formed the dominant evidence for consumption 
of alcohol but the introduction of stout into the overall proportions reduced its dominance to only a 
third of all alcohol-related artefacts.  At other sites it is about 50 per cent or much higher.   
 
 
Pharmaceuticals  
Pharmaceuticals formed 5.6 per cent of all artefacts from the rubbish dump, a total of 60 artefacts 
(Photo 8.28; Table 850.1).  This is the highest occurrence of this type of artefact from all contexts 
at this site (Table 2; Table 8).  This group included castor oil bottles (8), a bottle of ‘Florida 
water’, ‘Citrate of Magnesia’ (2) and ‘Solution of Magnesia’ (2), ‘essence of linseed’ (1), ‘Henry's 
colonial ointment’ (1), ‘Moultons Pain paint’ (1), ‘Mrs Allens Hair restorer’ (1), ‘Trichpherous for 
skin and hair’ (3), ‘Phosphare de chaux’ (4), and ‘Mrs Winslows soothing syrup’ (1).  The country 
of origin for only half of these bottles is known.  Where it is known these bottles came from three 

                                             
12 Government House Inventory –1902, Box 32, NL18/1673, p. 22, 25. Australian Archives.  
13 Government House Inventory – 1908, p. 49.  
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main countries, most were imported from the UK (19), with the remainder from France (6) and the 
USA (5), (Table 850.19, Table 9).   
 
These products were often seen as a panacea for all ills and frequently contained alcohol and were 
often specifically marketed at women.14  These ‘medicines’ often contained morphine or cocaine.  
The recommended uses for some of the items found at the site are fascinating, such as Henry’s 
Colonial Ointment reputedly used to cure eruptions, sore heads, inflamed eyelids, blight ulcerated 
legs, tender nipples and bad breasts - apparently it was highly efficacious.  Other items were 
intended to aid in the restoration of hair.  The presence of so many of these items illustrates how 
some members of the household had a certain amount of disposable income to purchase these more 
expensive items and that issues of appearance and health were important to the residents of 
Government House.  While categorised as Pharmecuticals many of these items were associated 
with peoples individual appearance and their health.   
 
 
Personal 
There were a range of items from this rubbish dump where were for ‘personal’ use.  Some of them 
such as the pharmaceutical are discussed above (Table 850.2, Table 10).  The following relate to 
clothing, grooming, jewellery, and hygiene.  
 

• Grooming 
There were 12 items from #850 associated with the personal grooming (Table 850.2).  These 
include a brush, three combs and eight perfume bottles.  The combs were generally of three types: 
those for combing the hair, for adorning the hair and what is commonly called a ‘nit’ comb (Photo 
8.29).  Five of the perfume bottles were made in France for ‘E. Rimmel’ and two of these bottles 
listed him as a ‘perfumer’ in London and Paris (Photo 8.30).  A ‘Rimmel’ bottle was also found in 
the western garden beds (#948/4465).  All but two of these bottles were made from 1840 to 1910 
with two made from 1870.   
 
Aside from #850 the only other contexts to have more than two perfume bottles were the western 
garden beds (Table 10).  Perfume bottles are generally perceived to demonstrate the presence of 
women and the use of refined, imported and expensive products.  It is also possible that men were 
using perfume to disguise their less than perfect hygiene habits.  The cataloguer has commented 
that the ‘Rimmel’ bottles were of ‘high quality’ (Smith report, Chapter 21.4).  It is more likely that 
the Governor and/or his wife were the purchasers of these bottles, and perhaps brought them out 
from England.  It is also possible that some of them belonged to other female members of the 
household but only those who had a certain level of income to dispose of on ‘luxuries’ rather than 
necessities.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                             
14 Fitzgerald 1987:191.  
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Photo 8.29: Hair combs were found in the large rubbish dump #850 (3), the western garden beds 
and some other contexts, #726, #792, and #898. Scale 20 cm. CP 74/9.  

 
 

 

Photo 8.30: Range of perfume bottles, most of which were from #850.  The two light green bottles 
on the left were made for ‘E. Rimmel’.  The glass stopper was from #684/3514 and most of the 
others items were from the western garden beds. Scale 20 cm. CP 74/5. 
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Hygiene 
The items in this category are generally those used for day-to-day personal hygiene (Table 10) and 
includes ewers and wash basins, poes, soap dishes and sponges, toothpaste/powder containers and 
boxes.  Surprisingly there were no toothbrushes which are a common artefact on sites.  Poes and 
ewers were found in moulded white wares (Photo 8.31) and also in coloured transfer prints (Photo 
8.32).  One of the toothpaste containers is a fine example of a cherry toothpaste lid with a profile 
of a young Queen Victoria (Photo 8.13).15  This appears to have been a not uncommon type of 
toothpaste as it has been found on a number of sites, such as, First Government House, 
Cumberland/Gloucester Street in the Rocks and 66-72 Reservoir Street, Surry Hills.16   
 
A quick review of two inventories for Government House made in 1902 and 1908 illustrates the 
prevalence of what were termed ‘sets of ware’ in most of the bedrooms, both of the Governor, his 
family, their staff and their female servants.  The main bedrooms that housed the Governor, his 
family and their guests generally contained ‘1 Set ware. 1 caraffe and up.’ and frequently contained 
a pair of china candlesticks (Photo 8.23).  Bedroom no. 9 which in 1902 was called the ‘Princess 
of Wales Bedroom’ contained ‘1 Double set of blue and gold toilet ware including slop pail’.  In 
some of the female servants quarters the set of ware was referred to as ‘odd’ meaning the pieces 
did not have matching patterns.  The housemaid’s storeroom contained: 
 

16 Odd toilet basins.    
2    do.   jugs    
6 commode pans   
3 Odd chambers  
1 enamelled chamber 
6 Caraffes only and 3 ups 
9 Odd brush dishes 
10 Odd soap dishes 

 
 
Many of these items would have constituted the ‘set of ware’ referred to, specifically the washing 
basin, ewer (jug), chamber pans and soap dishes.  In the 12 bedrooms in the male servants’ 
quarters only one contained a set of ware or the carafe and ups.17   This suggests that the male 
house servant were restricted to using the two bathrooms in this area rather than having an 
individual set of ware to use in the privacy of their own quarters.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                             
15 This toothpaste lid is on display in Foyer Display 5.  
16 The First Government House example is on display in the foyer at Museum of Sydney; the 
Cumberland/Gloucester Street example was published in Karskens 1999 (colour plate 28 following p. 128) 
and Casey & Lowe Associates excavated one from 66-72 Reservoir Street, Surry Hills in 1999.  
17 1908 Inventory p.p 21-23, 29-31.  
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Photo 8.31: Two poes and an ewer in moulded white glaze, all from context #850. Scale 20 cm. 
CP 81/3. 
 
 

Photo 8.32: Two wash basins in coloured transfer prints. The purple transfer-printed basin was 
found in context #850 (850/1614) and the blue and white bowl with the fairy was found in context 
#830 (830/1108). Scale 20 cm. CP 82/4.  
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Beverages 
The rubbish dump contained the remains of 27 aerated water bottles and eight ginger beer bottles 
(Table 850.2) (Photo 8.27, 8.33).  They formed 3.4 per cent of the rubbish dump which is slightly 
higher than average for the main contexts at site.  The main phase of manufacture of the water 
bottles was between 1860 to 1920.18   
 
 
 
 

 

Photo 8.33: Aerated water bottles from context #850. Scale 20 cm. CP 74/20.  
 

                                             
18 Smith report Chapter 21.4. 
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Household  
These items included three candlesticks (Photo 8.23), 11 blacking bottles, a decorative fragment 
from a piece of furniture (Drwg 8.1), the remains of seven ornamental objects only two of which 
were specifically identified, a jar and a vase.  In addition there was a padlock (Table 850.2).  
These made a total of 23 items which were only 2.2 per cent of all artefacts found in the rubbish 
dump.  This was a smaller proportion than that found in the cistern, the western garden beds and 
rubbish dump context #719 (Table 2).  

Drawing 8.1: Decorative piece of furniture (?) from the rubbish dump #850, cat. no. 6202. Drawn 
by Franz Reidel.  

Figure 8.4: Lady Dudley, wife of the Governor-General, writing at her desk in Government 
House, 1908-1911.  Note the range of books and letter box in the foreground. There are also 
ornaments on the bookcase behind and a Chinese teapot used as an ornament. GPO videodisc, ML.  
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Clerical  
Clerical related items consisted of 9 clag (glue) bottles, 6 ink bottles, 2 ink wells, 5 penny ink 
bottles and a piece of writing slate, a total of 23 items (Photo 8.15).  These artefacts were 2.1 per 
cent of all items found in the rubbish dump (Table 850.1).  This is a higher proportion than all 
other contexts at the site.  The range of clerical artefacts from this dump is generally larger than 
found at other sites.19  It is thought that this group of artefacts, while not especially large does 
reflect the range of clerical-related activities undertaken at the site.  This would include the 
governor and his wife writing professional and personal letters (Figures 8.3, 8.4) as well as those 
of his private secretary, official secretary, messengers, ADC, and record keeping by other 
members of the staff such as the housekeeper.20   

                                             
19 Casey 1999, Table 9.  
20 List of staff based on room functions identified in the 1908 inventory.  

Figure 8.5: Fireplace 
in Lady Dudley’s 
room at Government 
House, 1908-1911.  
The range of 
ornaments decorate 
the room are 
dominated by framed 
pictures and vases full 
of spring blossoms. 
GPO videodisc, ML.  
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Recreation 
There were only a few artefacts from the rubbish dump that were identified as belonging to the 
recreation category, 1.7 per cent (Table 850.1-3).  These were the remains of 17 smoking pipes 
and a vessel from a doll’s teaset.  The clay smoking pipes from #850 (Drwgs:8.2-8.6) were 
different to those from the western garden beds (Chapter 8.5, Drwgs:8.8-8.11).   
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Drawing 8.2: Pipe bowl with 
rouletted rim, H. 42 mm, Dia. 18 
mm.  #850/ cat. no. 6214. Franz 
Reidel. 

Drawing 8.3: Pipe bowl  with relief 
of branches on either side. H. 37 mm, 
dia. 16 mm.  #850/cat. no. 6216. 
Franz Reidel. 

Drawing 8.4: French pipe bowl. H. 
39 mm, dia. 20 mm. #850/cat. no. 
6217. Franz Reidel. 
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Drawing 8.5: Irish navvy-style pipe  
with thick stem. H. 44 mm, dia. 20 
mm.  #850/cat. no. 6219. Franz 
Reidel

Drawing 8.6: Lachlander pipe made 
by Crop of London (1856-1891). H. 
34 mm, dia. 17 mm.  #850/cat. no. 
6218. Franz Reidel 
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Drawing 8.7: Pipe bowl with knob spur, decorated with bird, probably eagle or vulture, grasping 
ribbons with stars. Made by Crop of London (1850-1891). H. 39 mm, dia. 18 mm. #850/ cat. no. 
6220. Franz Reidel. 
 
 
Discussion  
The above analysis of this extensive collection of artefacts has illustrated that it is most likely to be 
associated with the occupation of Government House and the Stables.  The patterns of evidence are 
often different to other dumps and deposits found at the Stables.  It is likely that this deposition 
relates more to the disposal of rubbish from Government House rather than from the Stables.  
Recent research by Rosemary Annable found an 1861 reference to the use of the eastern end of the 
stables grounds – ‘between the fence and the Government stables which seems to be of no use 
except for shooting rubbish’ (Chapter 2.17.1). 21   
 
What does the large rubbish dump tell us about life at Government House?  Following the above 
analysis we have a much better understanding that the artefacts from this dump were associated 
with Government House and the Stables.  It can now be understood, with certainty, that many of 
the ceramics are utilitarian and relate to the servants’ foodways, the servants’ table.  Such artefacts 
include the plain and moulded white ceramics, linear ware and the stout bottles.   The serving and 
eating of food in the servants’ hall probably utilized the same type of service for all meals.  In 
addition the variety of patterns in the cheaper utilitarian wares may suggest some chronological 
variation of the type of dinner services since the removal of Government House to its current site 
in the 1840s.  Perhaps the patterned services were used in the mid century and the white wares 
were used at the end of the nineteenth and into the early twentieth century.  

                                             
21 Report from the Select Committee on the ‘State and Management of the Sydney Domain’, Votes & 
Proceedings of the Legislative Assembly, Session 1861.  


